PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Welcome to Boise State University's 2014 Spring Commencement. This ceremony, in your honor, is our University’s finest hour. Your years of hard work and dedication have paid off. The challenges set before you have been met after enduring countless late nights, lectures and exams. Another impressive class of Broncos is ready to make its mark on the world.

To the graduates, we are very proud of you and your accomplishments, and we are committed to continually improving the academic profile of Boise State to ensure that you take pride in your alma mater. Boise State University is on the map and on the move. The value of the degree you will receive today will grow along with our reputation as a metropolitan research university of distinction.

To the loved ones of the graduates, take pride in the accomplishments being recognized today given the supporting role you have played in the lives of our graduates. Without your love and support, this celebration may not have been possible at all.

Finally, let us all remember that learning does not stop with graduation. The noble, lifelong pursuit of knowledge, enrichment and enlightenment is critical to a full and meaningful life.

Thank you for placing your trust in Boise State University for your higher education aspirations. On behalf of the faculty, alumni, staff and students, let me be the first to offer a heartfelt congratulations and best wishes for a bright future.

Go Broncos!

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Bob Kustra
President
Boise State University
Boise State University is a public, metropolitan research university offering an array of undergraduate and graduate degrees and experiences that foster student success, lifelong learning, community engagement, innovation and creativity. Research and creative activity advance new knowledge and benefit students, the community, the state and the nation. As an integral part of its metropolitan environment, the university is engaged in professional and continuing education programming, policy issues, and promoting the region's economic vitality and cultural enrichment.

Boise State University aspires to be a research university known for the finest undergraduate education in the region and for outstanding research and graduate programs. With its exceptional faculty, staff and student body, and its location in the heart of a thriving metropolitan area, the university will be viewed as an engine that drives the Idaho economy, providing significant return on public investment.

Four core themes have been established to achieve the goals and mission of the university. These are:

- **Undergraduate Education.** Our university provides access to high quality undergraduate education that cultivates the personal and professional growth of our students and meets the educational needs of our community, state and nation. We engage our students and focus on their success.

- **Graduate Education.** Our university provides access to graduate education that addresses the needs of our region, is meaningful in a global context, is respected for its high quality, and is delivered within a supportive graduate culture.

- **Research and Creative Activity.** Through our endeavors in basic and applied research and in creative activity, our researchers, artists, and students create knowledge and understanding of our world and of ourselves, and transfer that knowledge to provide societal, economic, and cultural benefits. Students are integral to our faculty research and creative activity.

- **Community Commitment.** The university is a vital part of the community. Our commitment to the community extends beyond our educational programs, research and creative activity. We collaborate in the development of partnerships that address community and university issues. The community and university share knowledge and expertise with each other. We look to the community to inform our goals, actions and measures of success. We work with the community to create a rich mix of culture, learning experiences and entertainment that educates and enriches the lives of our citizens. Our campus culture and climate promote civility, inclusivity and collegiality.

With an enrollment of 22,000 students, Boise State is a progressive learning-oriented, student focused university dedicated to excellence in teaching, innovative research, leadership development and community service. These students are benefiting from a renewed emphasis on the undergraduate experience and reaching graduation day better prepared for the challenges of the 21st century.
PROGRAM

Spring Commencement • May 17, 2014 • 10:00 a.m.

Processional: *Pomp and Circumstance* .................................................. Audience please stand during the processional

Presentation of Colors .................................................................................. City of Boise Police Pipes & Drums

*Audience please stand during the presentation of colors.*  ROTC Honor Color Guard, Boise State Bronco Battalion

National Anthem .......................................................................................... Boise Police Honor Guard

*Audience please stand during the national anthem.*

*America the Beautiful* ................................................................. Jennifer Whittle, violin and Peggy Purdy, piano

Welcome and Introductory Remarks ............................................................... Robert W. Kustra, President

Welcome from the State Board ...................................................................... Rod Lewis, State Board of Education

Milford Terrell, State Board of Education

Recognition of Emeriti .......................................................... Martin E. Schimpf, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Presentation of Honorary Doctorate .............................................................. Marilyn Shuler, Recipient

Student Address ......................................................................................... Jamie Lundergreen, Bachelor of Arts, Spanish and Psychology

Conferring of Degrees .................................................................................. Robert W. Kustra, President

*Hooding of Doctoral Candidates* ....................................................... Doctor of Education, Curriculum and Instruction

Doctor of Philosophy, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy, Geophysics

Doctor of Philosophy, Geosciences

Doctor of Philosophy, Materials Science and Engineering

Graduate College ......................................................................................... Jack R. Pelton, Dean  Christopher L. Hill, Associate Dean

College of Arts and Sciences ........................................................................... Tony Roark, Dean  CJ Northrup, Associate Dean

College of Business and Economics .............................................................. Diane Schooley-Pettis, Associate Dean  Kirk Smith, Associate Dean

College of Education ...................................................................................... Richard Osguthorpe, Dean  Ronald Pheffer, Associate Dean

College of Engineering ................................................................................... Amy J. Moll, Dean  Rebecca Mirsky, Interim Associate Dean

College of Health Sciences ............................................................................. Tim Dunagan, Dean

Dale Stephenson, Chair & Director, Community and Environmental Health

College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs ............................................. Shelton Woods, Interim Dean

Les Alm, Interim Associate Dean

Closing Music: *"Les Bois" Boise State's Alma mater; music by J.L. Strachan, arranged by Jarod Cole Sorum, with words by H. Moore* .......................................................... Meistersingers, directed by Michael Porter

Recessional and Honor March: *Golden Jubilee* ......................................... Audience please stand during the recessional

Alumni Reception to follow on the Intramural Field adjacent to the Appleton Tennis Center
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FACULTY MARSHAL

The Marshal carries the University Mace, symbol of responsibility and authority.

Stephen Crowley, President, Faculty Senate

STUDENT MARSHALS

GRADUATE COLLEGE
Cherilyn Deanne Blender
Padma Gadepally

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Kelli C. Billings
Violeta Geanina Tregoning

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
AND ECONOMICS
Amanda Lynn Schofield
Zachary Michael Turk

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Samantha Ann Jones
Seth Adam Rede

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Joseph Taylor Paul
Matthew W. Shroll

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Elizabeth Hachova
Leighton Murri

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Kristin Marie Guidry
Nancy Pounds
HONORARY DOCTORATE

Marilyn Shuler, former director of the Idaho Human Rights Commission, earned her master of public administration degree at Boise State in 1978 and is known for her untiring efforts on behalf of human rights. She co-founded, built and promoted the Idaho Anne Frank Human Rights Memorial, is a founding member of the Northwest Coalition Against Malicious Harassment, supported the development of the Idaho Black History Museum, founded the Peaceful Settlements Foundation and established the John Shuler Fund at the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare in support of foster care.

"For many years, Marilyn Shuler has been an incredible advocate for human rights and has given voice to countless people of all ages and at all levels of society," said President Bob Kustra. "Her indefatigable spirit and selfless service to the community in areas as diverse as public education and civic affairs are an inspiration to all of us here at the university and beyond. She truly exemplifies the very best of our Boise State alumni."

"Through periods of great controversy, Marilyn Shuler has been the steady, reasonable influence at the moral center of Idaho," said former Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus. "She has done more with the resources of a tiny agency and a tiny budget to advance the cause of human rights and individual dignity than anyone ever has in Idaho. She has been a persistent guardian of the rights of all members of society."

In addition to her work as a guardian ad litem for foster children and as a Boise River Greenbelt patrol volunteer, she is a program chair for the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at Boise State, a board member for the Boise Commission on Foreign Relations, the Casey Family Program Community Advisory Board and other organizations, and a volunteer lead teacher for the YMCA Kindergarten Project, among other activities.

She helped establish public kindergartens in Idaho, encouraged the state to implement some of the strongest laws banning malicious harassment and paramilitary training, helped create the Martin Luther King Jr./Idaho Human Rights Day, helped organize the Ada County Human Rights Task Force and more.

"Marilyn Shuler is a saint and, I would add, a very busy saint," noted YMCA Director Jim Everett.

Boise State previously recognized Shuler with an Alumni Honored Scholar Award, as a Top Twenty Alumni from the College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs and as a member of the Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society.
JAMIE LUNDERGREEN, from Gardnerville, Nevada, is graduating with honors, earning a bachelor of arts in both psychology and Spanish. A member of the Honor's College since beginning at Boise State, Lundergreen is a Brown Honors Scholarship recipient, has been on the Dean's list six semesters and has maintained a 3.95 GPA.

In addition to excelling in both the classroom and community, Lundergreen is recognized as an effective and inspiring speaker. She has demonstrated speaking experience in front of a variety of audiences, including at the Honors College Banquet every semester since Fall 2012, as an Ambassador at the annual USAC Board of Directors meeting in March 2013, and most recently as emcee for the Boise State Scholarship dinner in February 2014, with an audience of more than 350 donors, students, university officials and community members.

“Jamie's comments were well written, well-delivered and her professionalism shone through the entire evening,” said Dr. Laura Simic, vice president for university advancement. “Her personality and story were a delight for the audience.”

Lundergreen has demonstrated great leadership outside of the classroom by holding positions in a variety of organizations. She served as president and social representative for the Honor Student Association and actively volunteers at many events. She was selected to serve as a peer mentor in the Honors College Peer Mentor Program, where she acted as a resource for incoming honors students, and assisted with facilitating classroom discussion and advising.

“Jamie has done so much to serve her campus and community by being such a positive role model for a variety of people,” said Kimberly McAdams, a professor of psychology who nominated Lundergreen as the student speaker for commencement.

Her honors thesis is an innovative study examining Facebook behaviors in her fellow students, which includes multiple assessments and reviews of analytical data.

“Although it is a daunting task to be analyzing three waves of data in addition to managing participant recruitment and stage of participation, Jamie has done a fantastic job handling this impressive task,” said McAdams.

Lundergreen has served as both a student ambassador, interacting with Idaho legislators to convey community interest on behalf of Boise State students, and as a global ambassador, where she helped ease the transition to Boise State for international students. Her international experience studying abroad in England and Spain allowed her to bring a broad global perspective back to campus.

“This international experience also helped her relate to the refugees she was assisting at the English Language Center,” said McAdams.

Off campus Lundergreen volunteers with the Foothills School of Arts and Science, helping elementary students improve reading skills, and with North Junior High School in the classroom.

Following graduation, Lundergreen plans to pursue job opportunities related to the Spanish language, community outreach and international education in the San Francisco Bay Area. She also hopes to continue in a graduate program and travel and work abroad, especially in Spanish-speaking countries.

“Boise State truly has a community spirit,” said Lundergreen. “From the classrooms to the Quad, I've encountered so many caring faculty and peers who have helped me to grow as a learner and to delve deeper into my interests. I feel that Boise State gives students both the flexibility and support to really make the most of their education.”
GRADUATE COLLEGE

Doctor of Education, Curriculum & Instruction
Amanda Lynn Bremner
Casey Alexander Fuhriman
Jie Huang

Doctor of Philosophy, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Mahesh Satyanarayana Ailavajhala
Sakkarapani Balagopal
Martin Jared Barclay
Sulmer Apolonio Fernandez Gutierrez
James Allen Hall Jr
Joshua C Kiepert
Muhammad Rizwan Latif
Uri Rogers

Doctor of Philosophy, Geophysics
Esther Lynn Babcock
Michael Wayne Morrison

Doctor of Philosophy, Geosciences
Michael J Thoma Jr

Doctor of Philosophy, Materials Science and Engineering
Gordon Andrew Alanko
Patrick M Price

Master of Applied Historical Research
Zachary Michael Brown
Hanna Lore Hein
Niki Lynn Willis

Master of Arts, Anthropology
Marielle Loryn Pedro Black
Joelie Anne Rasmussen

Master of Arts, Art Education
Terra Meghan Feast
James P La Marche

Master of Arts, Communication
Megan Elizabeth Boatman
Sasa Kampic
Jared David Kopczynski

Master of Arts, Counseling
Christy Michelle Babcock
Carson James Bedke
Brooke Bradley
Amanda Marie Bratton
Courtney Ann Cuffee
Michelle Lynn Curley
Sara Celeste Haas
Jordan Alexander Hacker
Nichole Adele Herold
Anna Jari Howard
Amanda Kathleen Lundquist
David Allen Martin
Dara LeeAnn Sears
Elizabeth Terese Spenner
Christa Magdalene Stallworth
Tami Jo Warenko
Sydney Nicole Young

Master of Arts, Criminal Justice
Paul Adam Burling
Tyler Franklyn Johnson
Rachel Lee Jones
James Marion Kerns
Christopher Robin Lavelle
Kari L Nussgen
Imelda Joan Weddington

Master of Arts, Education, Curriculum & Instruction
Ghada Musleh Almazrawi
Jennifer Jean St John

Master of Arts, Education, Literacy
Ann Janette Abeyta
Melissa Leanne Brady
Jennifer Hoyem Butler
Kiley Mariko Crill
Amber Lynn Drobny
Erin Marie Lail

Master of Arts, English, Literature
Jessica Evelyn Joy Ewing
John Theodore Herrick
Alison Marie Lippincott
Benjamin Sidney Reed
Melissa Whitney Thom
Weston Shaw Tollefson

Master of Arts, English, Rhetoric and Composition Emphasis
Shaun Thomas White

Master of Arts, History
Roy J Ellsworth MD
Timothy Alan Guill
Carolina Valderrama-Echavarria
Michal Rebecca Yadlin

Master of Arts, Interdisciplinary Studies
Ramona Elena Banjac
Kathleen Theresa Mullen

Master of Arts, Teaching English Language Arts
Jerry Lee Hendershot
Naomi Louise Kerns

Master of Arts, Technical Communication
Taylor Lindsay Lee Roberts
Eric Brian Warren

Master of Business Administration
Zachary Caleb Anderson
Thomas Wendell Atkins
Shanshan Bai
Mark L Bathrick
Bryan Scott Blades
Tia Jean Briggs
Cameron C Brizzie
Matthew Mark Brown
Concepcion Yeng Chi Morel
Michael Comeskey
Andrew James Criner
Erin Kelli Denney
Hannah Rae Derrick
Jeremy Robert Drescher
Chelsea Amanda Elder
Joseph Falzone
Sarah Gloria Frazee
Jeffrey S Gander
Curtis P Gonzales
Stuart Wade Hill
Joshua Scott Jensen
Xiaoye Jin
Sneha Katkuri
Scott Kerr Kelly
Matthew James Kerfoot
Patrick J Kilroy
Chandler Ryan Koch
Heather Dawn Kunz
David Alexander Lange
Dillon Lee Lanier
Yu-Chieh Lin
Gregory S Little
Greg A Mac Millan
Robert Gene Martin
Jacob Scott Martindale
John Patrick Mc Mahon
Jesse McMullin
Ricardo Mejia
Jason C Morales
Kyle Ervis Mulder
Amanda Rose Mumford
Tessa Rose Park
Benjamin Arthur Parker
Anthony John Passalacqua
Tiana Raquel Powell
Shyam Ramalingam
Joseph R Rarick
Mark W Rogers
Erika Meirelesdos Santos
Sanhithi Sasidhar
Neha Sharma
Conner Timothy Shinn
Brandon Drew Smith
Justin Kyle Smith
Christopher Ryan Stam
Donald Eugene Sturtevant
Kelly Bryan Suter
Nicholas John Tatro
Ian James Turner
Remington D Turner
Chase Lamar Twilley
Daniel Weston Twilley
Maria Louise Walker
Craig Milo Waylan
Tatiana Wees
Ryan Mathew White
Brodie Barrett Whitlock
Sheree Lyn Willhite

Master of Community and Regional Planning
Cheryllyn Deanne Blender
Andrew Jacob Mitzel

Master of Education, Early Childhood Studies
Jennifer N Call
Bridgett Tucker Stiegemeier

Master of Education, Educational Leadership
Christi Lynne Arnold
Kimberly Joy Barnes
Lupita N Connor
Heidi Baker Curry
Jeffrey Dillon Davis
Shay Davis
Sheri L Drain
Steven Juan Gonzalo Escobedo
Joel Omoniyi Filani
Cheri S Kober
Daniel Colin Massimino
Christine White McGrew
Amanda L Prongua
Stephanie Ellen Reed
Kelly Diane Schamber
Samuel Vincent Stafford
Elizabeth Renee Torkelson
Nicholas Benjaman Wadsworth
Amy Elaine Weniger

Master of Education, English as a Second Language
Domenic Jeff Barone
Michelle L Bott
Allison Grube Katsumoto
Megan Luy

Master of Education, Special Education
Sara Kathryn Cliff
Natalie Danielle Raas
Christopher Michael Schinzel
Carmen E Uscola

Master of Educational Technology
Chad Matthew Allen
Gregory Mark Andrade
Tracy Inez Arner
Michael August Babler
Cassidy Baker
Angela Michele Banks
Esther LaRae Barney
Christina Ann Baysinger
Mark Logan Buckner
Narda Lyn Butler
Nathanael James Cannon
Alex Lianne Carter
Tyson J Chaplin
Katelyn Nichole Conner
Karrie Yvette Cox
Nathan De Groot
Nicole Lynn Dipypatik
Jaya Elizabeth Duffin
Casey Farmer
Dana Marie Fredwell
Teresa Jeanne Froehlke
Casey Lee Gavin
Melissa Beth Getz
Rachaelle Anne Grimsrud
John Phillip Guthrie
Sherri Beth Harrelson
Jennifer Lynn Heckel
Patricia Hoeck
Alicen Louise Hoy
Ginger Stinson Hunt
Justin Michael Keel
Nathan Paul Kieffer
Daniel Andrew Kilback
Timothy Clifford Kitchen
Michael A Kriscenski
Paula Marie LaRich
Michael Aaron Lipson
Shawn Christopher Massengill
Chase James McCulloch
Elizabeth Laura McLaughlin
Jennifer Lynn Meeker
Zachary Thomas Menshouse
Cynthia Marie Mills
Clayton Brady Mitchell
Christina Marie Modrell
Sherie Marlean Moran
Johnnie Edwin Murphy
Russell Udall Nash
Aaron Francis Nichols
Daniel James Oldham
Rebecca Jean Olien
Tina Schou Ornduff
Sandra Lynn Pagliughi
Kristina Genevieve Parkin
Emily Jane Peterson
Timothy Wayne Phillips
Jeffrey Norman Pitcher
Tina Lee Raczek
Gillian B Riley
Donald Guy Robinson
Brian John Roska
Alison Ann Ruoff
Cynthia Sarver
Allison Marie Shaffer
Heidi Lynne Smith
Joshua Carr Smith
Mark Anthony Smith
Traci Nadine Smith
Megan Melissa Storti
Levi Joseph Straight
Afton Rose Thompson
Mary Ellen Veatch
Brenda Volk
Harry Earl Walpole
Mark Robert Winkelman
Douglas David Wolfe
Bruce Alan Younger
Ryan David Zeedyk
Tyler Wayne Zunker

Master of Engineering, Civil Engineering
Kelli Renae Ogborn

Master of Engineering, Electrical Engineering
Diana Carlson
Matthew T Dolan
Huizheng Huang
Swathi Panchala
Anshika Sharma

Master of Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering
William Peter Klein

Master of Fine Arts, Creative Writing
Christopher Michael Caruso
Beth Goldner
Matthew Herbert Nagel

Master of Fine Arts, Visual Arts
Luz Maria Camarena Test
April L VanDeGrift
Teysa Faith Vinson

Master of Health Science, Health Policy
Tracey N Smith

Master of Health Science, Health Promotion
Robyn S Chamberlain
Padma Gadepally
Erin Tabaka Salisbury
Angela Marie Stevens
Tamera June West

Master of Health Science, Health Service Leadership
Jana Lee Iverson
Jana Kylie Monson
Keri Kristine Noll
Rachel Marie Pugmire

Master of Kinesiology, Behavioral
Chelsea Ann Craig
Dylan Eldred Theis
Benjamin Kevin Thienes

Master of Kinesiology, Biophysical
Abby Claire Bankhead
Brigette Hannah Botten
Suzanne Maree Bresnahan
Allie Jo Dreadfulwater
Ashley S. Hudson
Richard Elliot Janosek
Zachary Clark Pope
Paul Joseph Smith

Master of Music, Music Education
Mona Kay Jackson
Leah Rose Pentland

Master of Music, Pedagogy
Jennifer Leigh Whittle

Master of Music, Performance
Krista Mary Hafez
Michael Andrew Sabatka
Alvin Jyh-Horng Tran

Master of Nursing
Meredith Rae Hotchkiss
Jane Louise Kornfield
Patty Marie McClary
Shari A Rumple

Master of Public Administration, Environmental and Natural Resource Policy
James Henry Kvmme

Master of Public Administration, General
Courtney Marquis Butler

Elly Grace Annabelle Davis
Theodore Jack Fleming
Jamie LeRay Hess
Heather Marie Luff
Andrew J Mentzer
Michael Kaye Porter
Amy Estelle Rajkovich
Eleonora Somoza
Ryan Christopher Strong

Master of Public Administration, State and Local Government Policy and Administration
Drew Evan Alexander

Master of Science, Accountancy
Nicholas V Gaudioso Jr
Mason Duane Sessions

Master of Science, Accountancy, Taxation
Andrew Joseph Phillips

Master of Science, Biology
Janina Dierks
Ashley Therese Rohde

Master of Science, Civil Engineering
Somayeh Najafi
Brian Richard Portugais

Master of Science, Hydrologic Sciences
Ricci Elizabeth Loughridge

Master of Science, Materials Science and Engineering
Herbert Michael Huttanus
Steven James Livers

Master of Science, Mathematics
Shehzad Ahmed
Kevin William Aiton
Tyler Montgomery Allyn
Rose Marie Ocker

Master of Science, Mechanical Engineering
Tyler Bennett Phillips

Master of Science, Nursing
Jennifer Marie Jonely

Master of Science, Organizational Performance and Workplace Learning
Justin Darren Adamson
Jeffrey Scott Alger
David Karle Armitage
Mary Elizabeth Arsenault
Karen Marie Baerlocher
Steffanie Michelle Bodnar
Iris Nereida Carrasquillo
Maria Cervantes
Benjamin Davis
Bryan Scott Horveath
Brenda Lee Nickel
Stacey Elizabeth Olachea
Jami June Rick
Tiffany Blair Smith
Cynthia Marie Stanton
Tabitha Yvonne Waldrop

Master of Science, Raptor Biology
Alexandra Marie Anderson

Master of Science, STEM Education
Meggan Kalee Laughrey

Master of Social Work
Karen Melinda Allen
Kelli Bia Archibald
Leah Sawyer Baker
Tami L Bishop
Andrea Elizabeth Blackwood
Kathleen Marie Blake
Kahn T Borge
Deanna Marie Brunk
Catherine Lee Buckheit
Maria Jean Bushman
Yessenia Aponlia Cantu
Diana Yvonne Carlin
Kimberly Hart Clark
Kim Copeland

Keako S Crill
Heather Jo Culp
Jeannie Dalton
Eric Wayne Danielson
Laura Stephanie Diggs
Callianne Fisher
Kory J Georgeson
Cheryl Lynne Gimmeson
Jessica Ann Graham
Patricia Lyn Green
Jenna Nicole Griffin
David J Grigg
Kim Marie Hegg James
Melissa Ann Howard
Katie Marie Hughes
Yvette Lisa Jackson
D. Naomi Johnson
Jessica Lynn Jones
Kim Marie Jordan
Dawn R Juker
Tye K Killian
Gerald Thomas Kurdy
Penelope Dee LaFond
Shaylynn Lambert
Amy Christine Layton
Jamie Loftis
Chelsea Mae Long
Maritza Lorenzana
Melissa Sue Merioles

Ivy Christine Merrell
Tricia Rachelle Mettler
Meagan Elyse Moering
Anjannette Marie Monroe
Megan S Murphy
Ashlee Aponlia Adah Narvaiz
Brittany Nicole Olson
Malia P Paller
Kolbi Marie Peach
Jennifer Cori Perrigo
Sarah Jaye Pierce
Christina Lynn Porter
Jordan Sierra Prussack
Daniel Thomas Richey
Brandy Lynn Routson
Elizabeth Ann Rutten-Turner
Katelyn Mary Schwennen
Stephanie Ann Silva
Tina Marie Slyter
Lorena Sorensen
Marinda Squibb
Kristy Jeanette Tiede
Breanna Monique Toothaker
Tina Marie Townsend
Dani Rane' Walker-Novи
Timothy Jonathan Walsh
Michael Shawn Wingert
## COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

### Associate of Arts
- Asra Abdulwahab
- Jordyn Chessmore
- Amanda Elizabethrose Griffin
- Shalee K Hawker
- Michelle Marie Headrick
- Dustin Kyle Hughes
- Jillian Charlotte Lumbert
- Jamie Lee McDaniel
- Jennifer Dawn Reynolds
- Reese Schroeder
- Sonia Y Sherlock
- Kevin Jay Stephenson
- Jonathan Ray Tharp
- Vincent James Troglia
- Samantha Lyn Walton

### Associate of Science
- Kimball A Anderson
- Scott L Antram
- Jordan Anthony Bash
- Natalee O Bennett
- Joseph Edward Boman
- Michaela Braley
- Chelsea Nicole Elting
- Emilee Erickson
- Jon Lynn Farr
- Lindsay Annette Fones
- Sarraye Forrest Davis
- Ryan Fuchs
- Alejandro Garcia
- Juan Gomez
- Katherine Elizabeth Gray
- Erin Ruth Grover
- Lara K Hall
- Shalee K Hawker
- Jordan Alexander Hick
- Lisa Howard
- Royal William Johnson
- Katrice Michelle Kees
- Catherine Ann Keith
- Nicole Kilgore
- Tyler J Leyva
- Justin Charles Lineberry
- Amanda Mackin
- Jessica Nachele Marchetti
- Nicole Laine Martinez
- Robyn Shae Mattox
- Mark Robert Baird McElroy
- Amber Colleen Mckendrick
- Veronica Marae Miller
- Kendal Dawn Mowery
- James R Nelson
- Alia Whitney Parrish
- Ashley Frances Peachey
- Ryan C Peplow
- Lacee Jo Peugh
- Courtney Isabelle Stimpson
- Teresa M Thorne
- Trevor W Vaughan Cornett
- Zack S Weber
- Laiken R Wilkening

### Bachelor of Applied Science
- Tyeson M Anderson
- Wendy Maria Berksen
- Chandra Marie DePriest
- Aaron A Elfering
- Steven Lee Fox
- Stephanie D Gerla
- Owen Michael Harris
- Melissa Ryan House
- Elizabeth Kay Janney
- Maria Lina Juarez
- Elizabeth Ann Kotts
- Alejandro V Madrigal
- Julie Elaine Marker
- Michael Thomas McManus
- Connie Louise Miller
- Cassandra Carol Myers
- Troy Brian Newton
- Tamara Nichole Olsen
- Skip Alan Sheffield Jr
- Travis Alan Smith
- Tina Lynn Starnes
- Heidi Elizabeth Summers
- Brett Joseph Van Paepghem
- Jake Nolan Wade
- Thomas Franklin Woods
- Jenna Wright

### Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, Humanities/Rhetoric
- Ashley Samantha Francois
- Nickolas James Mattox

### Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, Journalism
- Isabel Loren Corona
- Lauren Elizabeth Jacob
- Lucas D Moncrieff

### Bachelor of Arts, English, Teaching
- Juliana Britt
- Sarah Jo Cantrell
- Kathaleen LaVina Cromwell
- Dory Hammersley
- Ronnella Ane Kay
- Justin D Kelso
- Katelyn Martita Kukrall
- Eva Rene Matuszyn
- Bethany L Overlie
- Gage W Pulsifer
- Heath C Shepard
- Mckenna Wilson

### Bachelor of Arts, English, Linguistics Emphasis
- Kelli C Billings
- Elizabeth Miranda Holcomb
- Ronald Sherman Hylton Hurle
- Jessica B Lahey
- Jessica Dawn Milaney
- Vanessa Elise Rosenbaum
- Tyler Kenneth Scoggin
- Dustin Michael Svoboda
- Danielle Doreen Yarbrough

### Bachelor of Arts, English, Literature Emphasis
- Scott T Bixler
- Rebecca Lynne Brown
- Pamela Janay Craig
- Tahni Allynn Bradshaw
- Russell Edward Doiron
- Ashley M Feucht
- Talley Gaskins
- Michael Francis Ireland
- Daniel J Lane
- Mitchell Patrick Lewis
- Sarah L Mead
- Thomas Meissner
- Alexander Pogue
- Chelsey Sue Seefeld
- Natasha J Sylvia
- Connie Louise Townley
- Emilee S Wagner
- Lauren Dale Weinstein
- Kenneth James Winkleman

### Bachelor of Arts, English, Technical Communication Emphasis
- Jenna Mariah Engebritson
- Teresa Gormley

---

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)*
Bachelor of Arts, German
  Janelle Allison Mattes
  Sarah Lucile Ober
  Christopher J Schnackenberg
  Ariel Rose Strasser

Bachelor of Arts, History of Art and Visual Culture
  Julia B Barnett
  Carmen M Besel
  Ann Marie Dewolf
  Hope K Freckleton
  Rachel Lee Hoppie
  Jamie R Howard
  Michael Edward Olsen
  Jennifer B Pedregon

Bachelor of Arts, Interdisciplinary Studies
  Mary Catherine Alania **

Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics
  Charles Kenton Mussell

Bachelor of Arts, Music
  Jennifer Lee Christy
  Caitlin Anne Lapinel
  Alexandra Juliet McLean
  Amy Lyn Olsen

Bachelor of Arts, Music/Business
  Jason A Buckalew
  Rachel Ann Prin

Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy
  Kyle Manuel Brasil *
  Donovan Jacob Marion
  Charles Kenton Mussell
  Devin Thomas Nakano
  Derek Wayne Ririe
  Jared Leon Talley **

Bachelor of Arts, Spanish
  Marco A Amezquita
  Alexa Kay Barney **
  Ronald L Blackwell
  Jessica Susan Cambron
  Angel Cruz Gomez
  Tory A Davis
  Estrella de Jesus Ayala
  Davita Marie Eichner **
  Arelis E Galindo
  Alyssa Jardine
  Haleigh Joelle Leitch *
  Matthew Walter Lewis
  Jamie Irene Lundergreen **
  Mecale C McAttee *

Bachelor of Arts, French
  Rebekah M Bowers *
  Nathaniel Alan Eggleston
  Daniel Miko-Mikyene
  Chase Randall Ricker *
  Brian Benjamin Weigel **
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  Carmen M Besel
  Ann Marie Dewolf
  Hope K Freckleton
  Rachel Lee Hoppie
  Jamie R Howard
  Michael Edward Olsen
  Jennifer B Pedregon

Bachelor of Arts, Interdisciplinary Studies
  Mary Catherine Alania **

Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics
  Charles Kenton Mussell

Bachelor of Arts, Music
  Jennifer Lee Christy
  Caitlin Anne Lapinel
  Alexandra Juliet McLean
  Amy Lyn Olsen

Bachelor of Arts, Music/Business
  Jason A Buckalew
  Rachel Ann Prin

Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy
  Kyle Manuel Brasil *
  Donovan Jacob Marion
  Charles Kenton Mussell
  Devin Thomas Nakano
  Derek Wayne Ririe
  Jared Leon Talley **

Bachelor of Arts, Spanish
  Marco A Amezquita
  Alexa Kay Barney **
  Ronald L Blackwell
  Jessica Susan Cambron
  Angel Cruz Gomez
  Tory A Davis
  Estrella de Jesus Ayala
  Davita Marie Eichner **
  Arelis E Galindo
  Alyssa Jardine
  Haleigh Joelle Leitch *
  Matthew Walter Lewis
  Jamie Irene Lundergreen **
  Mecale C McAttee *

* Cum Laude (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) ** Magna Cum Laude (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) *** Summa Cum Laude (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Thomas Lee Shaw
Cara Elaine Vanvalkenburg*

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Illustration
Jacob Bingham
Ashley Elizabeth Clark
Amanda M Fulk**
Chelsea D Hopla
Michelle K Keen**
Sarah Marie Paetel*

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Art Metals
Maiyan T Linane
Paula Christine Turner

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Ceramics
Amber Maria Grubb*
Patricia A Jones

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Drawing and Painting
Sibylle Gorla
Jenny Kathryn Hostetler
Victor A Jimenez
Jennifer B Pedregon

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Interdisciplinary Art Studio
Anne E Grier
Garth F. Schmeling
Katherine Kay Sexsmith
Nenah S Young*

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Photography
Rachael Jean Anderson
Jacob Bingham
Tiffany Marilyn Bingham*
Linda Anne Lester
Kathryn Nicole Nelson*
Leigha-Ya'el Azul Sablan
Kathryn Elaine Smith

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Sculpture
Erika Rene Harvey

Bachelor of Music, Music, Composition
Loren Roy Davis*
Nicholas Ray Leigh
Jeremy Chase Stewart

Bachelor of Music, Music, Performance
Eric Isaiah Downs*
Mark C Hartvigsen
Emily Kate O Connor
Mark Ryan Wight*

Bachelor of Science, Applied Mathematics
Megan E Beck***
Samuel-John Martin Clark
Blake Austin Dietz*
Conner S Farris*
Skylar V Harris*
Denise A Kimpson
Meredith Anne Martin
Sarah Dallas Salvucci Pullen**
 Veronica E Schmidt
Justin Alan Williams**

Bachelor of Science, Biology
James Tyler Bates*
Daniel Oliver Christie
Taylor Ainge Connell
Janet Margaret English
Shaina Lanne Everman*
Jessica Ann Goldsberry**
Jamie L Hicks
Brian David Husler**
Jennifer Christian Ivey
Douglas McIntosh Jones*
Tennille Marie Kinzer
Joelene N Kronz***
Jennifer R Leggett
Chelsea Alexandra Miller
Tatum Ashley Remely
Ariane Rebecca Shannon*
Jeretta M Shoemaker*
Ashley Slinkard**
Holly A Steffan
Jennifer Lynn Stradley
Tara A Stuivenga*
Shraddha Timilsina
Alyssa Victoria Wepplo
Katherine Dean Westover
Stephanie Claire Williams*
Kaisha Yvonne Young

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Botany
Rachael L Barron
Kaylin E Triesch

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Ecology
Jaron Daniel Adkins***
Mary Kristen Finnell
Aislinn Caleigh Johns*
Timothy R Kisse*
Christopher Scott Link
Daniel Patrick Melody
Leslie C Nichols**
Louis Albert Pustejovsky
Patricia Winn

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Zoology
Arthur Jay Derrick
Megan Lale*
Lilllian Allison McKinley**
Brittainy Pendleton
John-Luke Shimel

Bachelor of Science, Chemistry
Belinda Nadine Stierman

Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, ACS certified Biochemistry
Jared Mattos
Ryan Dean Reeves
Savannah N Rice

Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, ACS certified Professional
Jo Elizabeth Buchanan
Benjamin E Greenwood
Christopher Joseph Menter
Katherine I Thornock*
Christopher Vanderhoff

* CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, Biochemistry
Pete Levi Barnes **
Meagan S Boll
Ryan M Brecht *
Veronica C Hollingshead *
Kathleen Nancy Huguet
Catherine Elizabeth Jambura
Prasanna Kandel *
Benjamin F Lew
Chloe Kathryn Lombard **
Tara L MacCulloch
Petra Malek
Panos Panayiotou
Saida Razaee

Bachelor of Science, Geosciences
James J Guilinger *

Bachelor of Science, Mathematics
Christen Marve Griffith
Steven M Holbrook
Jessica Eileen Sanow

Bachelor of Science, Geosciences, Hydrology
Megan E Beck **
Mark Thomas Benson
Kellen J Blackman
Joseph Busick *
Suzanne Craig
Jeremy Layne Elison
Erik Holmes
Meredith Anne Martin
Paul A Plummer
Veronica E Schmidt
Christopher Vanderhoff

Bachelor of Science, Mathematics, Secondary Education
Azra Bosnjak
Josh Rene Giudicelli *
Jacinda Lynn Green
Meghan E Holscaw
Kayla Rose Hubbard *
Chantel Leann Kelly
Caitlin Erika Kreyche *
Seoyeon Lee

Bachelor of Science, Physics
Kyle B Christensen
Daniel Jim Fulford
Steven Sean Heydendahl
Nicholas Laferriere *
Michael William Pool
Katherine Diane Rainey **
Steven Patrick Rossland

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

Bachelor of Arts, Accountancy
Hattie Ann Scott

Bachelor of Arts, Economics
Eric Leonard Chandler
James Houston Clovis *
Matthew James Irvie
Alexander David Mills
James M Mwanthi
Cassandra Beth Sullivan **

Bachelor of Arts, Entrepreneurial Management
Sydney Faye Porter

Bachelor of Arts, General Business
Matthew Lee Derbidge
Seraphina Gladys Fletcher **
Amy Jenise Modglin

Bachelor of Arts, Human Resource Management
Evangelina R Ochoa *

Bachelor of Arts, Marketing
Elise S Clemons
Alison Sosnowski

Bachelor of Business Administration, Accountancy
Bader Almazur Sr *

Bachelor of Science, Geosciences, Geology
Lewis Beach Hastings Jr

Bachelor of Arts, Accountancy
Christy S Anderson
Malerie K Asher
Brittany Lynn Bachmann Lang *
Anne Marie Baer
Elizabeth Ruth Basanti Bail
Reba Irene Barnwell
Steven James Bennett
Tiffany Nicole Breeding
Joshua Scott Breneman
Mari Lorenzo Briggs *
Jeffrey Robert Budd
Candace N Carmichael *
Anna Clements
Steven Scott Cloyd
David Matthew Cowles **
Kelsey Crockett **
Jocelyn Jill Dacier
Cory Debieck
Shawn M DeFede
Denver J Dubreuil
Cara Katelyn Duckett **
Rebecca Lynn Dummer
Austin Floge
Jamile J Fogle
Jamee Fern Gallup
Stephanie Dawn Geschke
Mauricio C Gonzalez
Heather Ann Hart

Bachelor of Business Administration, Accountancy
Bader Almazur Sr *

Bachelor of Arts, Accountancy
Alexi Page Hash
BrookeHELmandollar *
Slobodanka Hodzic
Samuel D Hood
Yike Huang
Carolyn Ern Hughes
Margaret Ann Isaac
Tiffany Elaine Jackson
Patrick Johnson
Sonia Shareen Johnson
David Everett Johnstone
Emily Diane Kozakiewicz
Arturo Languren
Alexandra Lee **
Lisa Marie Leiby
Anastasia Leonova ***
Roxy E Meez
Robert Gregory Mann
Tyson Michael Moore *
Benigna Mora-Ramirez
Jeanette Navarro
Kimberly Christine Nelson ***
Jeremy F. Newman *
Lisa Marie Newman
Khang Trong Nguyen **
Nicole Marie Nixon
Mark W Nyby
Jack Peng

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
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Bachelor of Business Administration,
Accountancy, Internal Audit
Landon David Newell

Bachelor of Business Administration,
Accountancy-Finance
Breckannii Rose Byers
Casey Aaron Howell
Navid Sobbi **
Nina Sobbi ***
Neil Murphy Squires

Bachelor of Business Administration,
Business Economics
Douglas R Avera *
Jason Michael Ferrera
Frederick Hogan
Ryan Emile Shafer
Zachary Michael Turk **
Lucas A Westcott

Bachelor of Business Administration,
Entrepreneurship Management
Britteny Nichole Carlson
Christopher Dale Dant
Tomas A Fisher III
Brian Fuller *
Justina Lucille Harris
Ryan Michael Houlihan
Lanna May Huchburgh
Joanna Weinze Lui *
Tucker Dee Olsen
Hank N Ray
Brian Thomas Richard
Justin Anthony Thomas *
Hannah Jordan Wiley

Bachelor of Business Administration,
Finance
Douglas R Avera *
Brittany Lynn Bachmann Lang *

Bachelor of Business Administration,
General Business
Clariza Pauline Minoza Abrena *
Carl Jordan Argon *
Christopher Daniel Atkinson
Amber Anne Barber
Adam Begando
Bradley J Bengston
Reagan Elizabeth Blackwood
Breanna Nicole Byrd
Andrew T Carnosso
Craig Brock Casperson
Alejandro Castellon

Erasto Castro Torres **
Nicholas Darren Cosinteno
Daniel Danh
Christopher Dale Dant
Devin Dean Decroo
Kacie Marie Easton
Robert Thomas Gaworski
Stasia Gidican
Matthew Daniel Goodwin
William Gunnar Guth
Solomon Christopher Guthrie
Megan Marie Harvey
Alexander Ryan Heikke
Edward John Hennigan
Ryan Michael Houlihan
Devon A Hudspeth
Cameron Clark Huffman
Evan Christopher Izett
Blake Lyn Virginia Jacobs *
Arturo Jacuinde Jr
Nathaniel Richard Jarvi
Timothy Lee Johnson *
Mathew Dimitri Johnston
Cheyne Taylor Koltas
Marie Rose Koscielski
Lindsay Catherine Ladwig
Lindsay D Lankford
Karen Lynn Lathrop
Michael David Lipschultz
Brett S Loveless
Austin E L Lowber
Kenneth Ludeman
Blake Edward McDonald
Monica McDonald
Nicole Courtney McMurray
Matthew T Miller
Claudia Mira
Jeanette Navarro
Elizabeth A Nenni *
Alena Rae Norman
Ashley Dawn Novosad
Erin Lamarr Nunneley *
James Jordan Pavel
Derek Jon Petersen
Jared Christopher Polumbo
Stacie M Porter
Rachael Ann Potts
James M Reames
Rebecca Anne Reich *
Lindsey C Reynolds
Brian Thomas Richard
Alexander William Robbie

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Julie Marie Robinson  **
Aryn Elizabeth Schroeder
Zachariah P Seale  *
Gregory Scott Sharits  *
Rachel Chantel Shirley  *
Taylor Ruthann Sievers
Rodney Jordan Skyles
Kelsey Renee Solberg  *
Shawn A Spence
Anna Whitney Stowell
Patrick William Stroh
Nicolette Ann Thomas  **
Liberty Thao Vien
Chelsi Alexandra Welch
Tristan Winegar
Mary Wong
Vivian Weiping Yu

Bachelor of Business Administration, Human Resource Management
Clariza Pauline Minoza Abrena  *
Abdulrahman Faraj F Alajmi
Amber Anne Barber
Lamar K Berry
Kim Bryson
Breanna Nicole Byrd
Kathryn D Everard
Kayla Karlene Fehr
William Bruce Harding
Heidi Mae Janke
Jeffrey Jargstorf
Heather Ann Johnson
Mathew Dimitri Johnston
Marie Rose Koscielski
Karen Lynn Lathrop
Austin E L Lowber
Kenneth Ludeman
Parker William Lyons
Claudia Mira
Kailee Munson
Jeanette Navarro
Elizabeth A Nenni  *
Amanda Paige Rainer
Lindsey C Reynolds
Tianna Rhodes
Brian Thomas Richard
Kathryn Ann Schimmel
Katrina Stammnitz
Patrick William Stroh
Liberty Thao Vien

Bachelor of Business Administration, Information Technology Management
Joe Cople
Ralph Lyndon Counts
Richard Cameron Elwood
Tyler Kent Jackson

Bachelor of Business Administration, Information Technology Management, Development
Tabatha Crystal Jeffries
Tanveer Morshed
Dawn Lynn Schmidt
Erik Anguiano Sevillano
Taylor C Smith
Jacob Wayne Yoned

Bachelor of Business Administration, Information Technology Management, Network Management
Jose Guadalupe Garcia
Joshua L Haugen
Christopher Daniel Lloyd
Donnie Ray McKenzie Jr
Michael R Nelson

Bachelor of Business Administration, International Business
Dustin L Ayres
Chelsea Conlon
Alma Alisia Cruc es
Mark William Dance
Tevia Dawn Hall
Cami Ann Kaster
Shunyiu Li
Natalie Lipkowitz  *
Samuel Gage Neumann
Ekaterina Strebkovaharper
Jordan Ross Walker
Timothy C Wanless
Brandon Neal Young

Bachelor of Business Administration, Marketing
Clariza Pauline Minoza Abrena  *
Dennis Adomako
Ashley Naomi Aguirre
Mashari Saad Alammar
Nicholas Brady
Amanda J Brown
Samuel David Cooke
Carly Culhane
Michele M Czosnowski
Michael Richard Ewing  *
Spencer Ryan Forthuber
Amber M Groom
Ashley Ann Halliday
Jessica Cathleen Hellwinkel

Lauren Hodder  **
Trisha Ann Hoff
Lacy Von Hopkins
Anna Hunt  *
Christina Elin Johnson
David Louis Kopke
Lindsey D Lankford
Bryce Allen Liberty
Blake Edward McDonald
Cameron Ford Montgomery
Tate R Newell
Sean Nicholas Olson
Ty B Pena
Derek Jon Petersen
Russell Cannon Phillips
Matthew S Post
Rebecca Anne Reich  *
Tianna Rhodes
Ryan Nicole Roberts
Caleb J Rollins
Joshua Michael Sattler
Sydney Marie Schaub
Vladimir Shelubay
Maria Tonanzi Soto
Brandon M Tarpley
Benjamin Alex Tonak  *
Mary Wong

Bachelor of Business Administration, Supply Chain Management
Phillip Samuel Cravens  **
Megan Marie Harvey
Travis C Kronstad
Donnie Ray McKenzie Jr
Donald Andrew Riger  *
Jeremy J. Stephens
Chelsea Marie Vranich

Bachelor of Science, Accountancy
Lee Brett Rasmussen
Barbara Greer Sansoucie  *

Bachelor of Science, Entrepreneurial Management
Monica L Braun

Bachelor of Science, General Business
Kasaundra Robertson

Bachelor of Science, Networking and Telecommunications
Ryan Morse Nelson

Bachelor of Science, Supply Chain Management
Courtney Gene Brown

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts, Early Childhood Studies
Rebecca Suzanne Burkett **
Jordan Mae Burnham
Shaida Lilyveth Galindo
Lindsay Michele Laubhan
Rebekah Anne Page

Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education
Candace Leeann Adkins *
Glenn Matthew Austin *
Mallory Bauer
Alex Peter Bormann
Anne E Buckley
Rachel A Byrne
Michelle Lee Caspar *
Jennifer Lynn Castricone
Rochelle Marie Christensen *
Jeanne Marie Crossley *
Kerri C Dunn
Laura Ann Geyer
Kaitlin M Glaspey
Whitney D Golden
Courtney Thelma Haugh
Keli Mikiala Hayase *
Rachel M Ingram **
Chelsea Nell Johnston
Krista Marie Kangas-Hanes *
Frances Keppler
Amanda Jo Kirchner
Michael Korber **
Katie Rachel Krivoshein **
Michelle Ann Kuzel
Kelsey Lovell **
Lauren C Lucas **
Stacey Brooke McKenna
Kylie Ziona Morse **
Cassandra A Moulin
Madeline Mann Olsen
Courtney R Poncia *

Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education
Linda Patricia Rosario-Cruz
Richard Louis Smith *
Taryn Elizabeth Treadway *
Adam Lee Trowbridge
Rebecca J Wenzinger
Kylie Ree Werner

Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education, Bilingual/ESL
Kacy R Carson
Maria Elena Martinez **

Bachelor of Arts, Special Education
Rachael Sarah Grossman **
Dana Bradley Hammer
Brandy Ann Hanshew *
Samantha Paige Hill
Ashley Jane Holmerson **
Samantha Ann Jones ***
Tiara R Keener *
Rachel Florence Kenneson
Kerstyn E Martin
Autumn M Reese
Kelsey May Sands *
Robin Ann Stroup *

Bachelor of Science, Athletic Training
Krista Marie Allen
Amanda Barrieau
Sherry Ann Hutto
Amanda K Jagiello
Annalyse L Payne
Seth Adam Reden **

Bachelor of Science, Exercise Science, Biomechanics Emphasis
Jason Jacob Koster

Bachelor of Science, Exercise Science, Exercise Physiology Emphasis
Jenna M Carlson *

Bachelor of Science, K-12 Physical Education
Jeff D Howard
Andrew R McCarland
Brodie J Parrott
Chelsea Renee Ray *
Colin Sesek
Gregory Floyd Sumsion
Dane Scott Turner

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering
Roberto Almanza Jr
Nathan Wesley Balcirak
Michael Ray Buckles
Zachary Michael Christensen
Paul R Derr
Tawna Michelle Groom **
Randy Mitchell Hamilton
Brandon Wayne Harper
James Richard Hart
Drew Alan Hopkins **
Shadow Richard Vincent Jungenberg
Kyle J Kaschmitter
Sailesh Bahadur Koirala
Zoe Anita Lavrich **
Jason Lineweber
Rhett L Levin
Lucas Marsh *
Neil Kuichi Miyoka **
Michael Steven Nasland
Ryan Earl Nelson
Spencer Marcus Neufeld *
David Clements Nicolarsen
Jacob Montgomery Norris
Lauren Nuxoll *
Albert T Palacios
Evan John Resimius
Luke Joseph Rowley *
Matthew W Shroll **
Karl A Stucki
David S Tamayo
Holten Bradley White
Logan M Winterholler

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science
Cody Andrus
Kai L Boschma *
Kevin Michael Byrne *
Joel Curl
Patrick R Dodgen *
Darrell Alan Draney ***
Drake C Gebhart
Benjamin C Hardison
Nilab Mohammad Mousa *
Jared M Ostyn *
Randy Edwin Reeder
Sasa Rkman
Jacob Davis Strength
Kristin Fae Van Andel
Keith Stephen Ward
Roman Joseph Wisniewski

Bachelor of Science, Construction Management
Taylor Joseph Baggs
Andrew C Barnes
Walter E Bekker
Daniel Neil Boel
Perry Thomas Braun
Kyle W Brush
Ryan Arlon Chilcoat
Anthony Christiansen *
Chase Stephen Cooper
Guy Michael Di Bartolo
Arrielle Sharon Dreher
Brad Thomas Duplantier
Jordan Michael Garbett
Ryan James Imel
Clint Christopher Minton
Kristopher Ryan Moncada
Greg Ellis Olson
Matthew Robert Pacotti
Joseph Taylor Paul *
Kirk Michael Paul **
John Thomas Rhoda *
Anselmo Rivas
Craig Roark
Jonathan F Rojas
Robert S Sherick
Andrew Dawson Skidgel *
John Scott Steen
Byron H Walker
Darren Gregory Wendell

Bachelor of Science, Electrical Engineering
Firas Farazdaq Mohammed Jaafar Almasyabi
Jeanette Yvonne Brooks
Jake Anthony Broyles
Janos Erik Cserna
Brian Dambi *
Sean Paul Dufurrena
Jingnan Guo
Kevin C Hanners
Tung Ho
Ali Ibrahim **
Chance N Maston
Ryan Morse Nelson
Tyler Nichol
Adrian Mendiola Reyes
James J Shawver
Michael S Siddoway
Stephen Braden Staats
Nicholas Robert Watson *
Brad A Whipple
Haitian Xu

Bachelor of Science, Materials Science and Engineering
Megan E Beck ***
Tasha Jean Buss
Theodora C Caldwell
Damir Fazil
Wylie T Foss **
Koyuki Hannah Fritchman **
Nicole Leraas
Gary Wayne Mitchell
Joshua Fredrick Owens
Lance Kenneth Patten **
Lejmarc Steven Forbes Snowball
Carolyn Stansell **

Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering
Cameron Michael Allen
Brooke D Balogh *
Grey Oliver Beaudry
Christopher John Bokides
John Ethan Bonner *
Kenneth R Boylan **
Calvin Zane Brown
Phillip Anthony Burchfield
Brian Haynes Cardwell
Clint Cartwright
Tony Earl Christensen
Christine Joy Gojar Co
David P Compton
Jan G Dalzell *
Jerad Travis Deitrick
Michael Murty Eldred *
Stephen D Gabbard
Luke N Ganschow
Brooke Spencer Garner
Davis Omondi Gumbo *
Zachary Daniel Harris *
Abimbola S Hodonu
Levi Nathaniel Holt
Evan Leroy Huff
Patrick Edwin Johnston
Mohammad Eghbal Khaliki
Yalda Khaliki
Brett Jared Law

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Brandon Pratt Lee
Shelagh Gail Macaulay
Kevin Robert Martinez
Cody M McConkey
Brian David McMillion
Samuel Mecham
Erica Elizabeth Morrill
Tyler M Nicholls
Andrew Jason Nodler
Jacob James O'Brien
Rory Cort O'Leary
Mitchell Dean Petronek
Kerri Lynne Rager
Robert Blake Ragland
Jeffrey Aaron Rayburn
Zane Ashton Roberts
Scott M Roskens
Evan Rust
Stuart W Sailors
Michael Graham Sansom
Shayne Charles Saxton
Dylan W Sherick

Cinthya Herrera
John Curtis Hickey
Stephanie Grace Horibe
Leslie M Jenson
Aaron Douglas Jones
Miranda Ashley Klevenberg
Anna M Koerner
Lisa Ann Kovarik
Cassandra Gabrielle Lebeau
Brent L Lemons
Catherine Michelle B Leon
Candace Marie Letter
Judy Lui
Bethany Martinez
Leighton Murri
Chanda Neth
Mervan R Newbold
Kathryn Nicole Oehring
Meagan Paulsen
Jillian Keri Peterson
Alexandra Storm Pfeiffer
Tyler W Pickell
Stephanie Pike
DePrise Prado
Elizabeth Anne Pyhtila
Brittney Celeste Ramert
Melissa Marie Rennaker
William Baptiste Riley
Kacey M Rindlisbacher
Leah Elizabeth Sailors
Jarrod Marshall Samples
Jose R Saucedo
Cody J Scrivner
Tracy Donna Sedano
Connor Sheldon-Modrow
Keith Shidemantle
Stacey Aileen Sigmund

*UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES*
Elizabeth Marissa Sisneros
Kayla Jo Smasne
Katherine R Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Smith *
Matthew Scott Stanger
Garrett Wayne Sweet
Benjamin R Swensen *
Kirk Jordan Tafoya
Britni Turkenburg
Ana Maria Vidales
Christa Tianna Wageman *
Chelsea Marie White
Keely Rae Wolf
Rebekah J Wolverton **
Kyle James Womeldorff
Ashlei Marie Woslum
Harry Zola

Bachelor of Science, Health Science Studies, Health Informatics and Information Management
Juanda Attao Camacho
Dustin Alan Crowell
Pamela Renea Holtry *
Joanna Solveig McCormack
Joshua Markus Norton

Bachelor of Science, Health Science Studies, Science
Mohamed Abdulaziz AlMehawes
Erin Alissa Anderson
Paul Edward Blaisdell *
Mackenzie Kathryn Hickel
Juliana Linan
Dorothy Elizabeth O'Mealia
Zachary James Pankratz
Miles N Poole *
Jessica Lynn Quisenberry
Chase Randall Ricker *
Naida Rizvic
Nicole Lynn Thomas
Christian Kahaunaele Uahinui

Bachelor of Science, Nursing
Walter Ryan Achatz
Amy Lee Alvarez
Darian J Apollo Jr
Darli Min Aung *
Mirsada Avdic-Mesinovic **
Jeanette Axtell *
Brianne Lee Baer
Shelia Anne Bailey
Michelle Lee Baltzor ***
Mark J Barnett *

Shere’ Baxter *
Karen Kay Bermensolo **
Kelsey Lee Bordewyk *
Disa Tuulikki Brock
Mary Colleen Brown
Phillip Michael Burkett *
Allison Kaye Babcock Burns *
Janet Lynn Campbell *
Sarah Ellen Campbell
Keren Carpenter
Courtney Nicole Chandler
Stacia Lynne Cobb
Chaz Derrick Colton
Gloria Joy Contreras
Julie L Crawford *
Dzenana Crisp
Sara Ann Cristler
Serena Dawn Crosby
Heather Louise Curry
Shane E Cusic
Catherine Lynn Delmain
John William Dilgard *
Brennen Georgia Duncan *
Dimitra D Dunlap
Rocky Edmondson
Jason Travis Elliott
Sarah Elizabeth Ellsworth
Yvonne Rebecca Eversole
Katherine Marie Fox
Roxann Lauraine Gale
Jacob Carlton Gere *
Lindsey Nicole Gilbert
Julie Rae Godfrey *
Elizabeth Hachova ***
Joseph David Hartman **
Alisha Kay Hawk **
Michael S Headrick ***
Amanda Jean Hill ***
Hillary Ann Hoppe
Sumer Dawn Hughes
Leah Marie Jackson
Shaheen Jamal *
Ashley J Jensen *
Benjamin Edward Jeppe
Jocelyn May Johns **
Taylor C Jones *
Nicole Marie Justesen
Jessica Anne Kelley-Bickford **
Matthew D Kittleson
Melanie Ann Koch
Kelly Koelling *
Kristen Marie Koprowski *

Cynthia Lynn Koster
Lauren Marie Kraemer
Juanita Griselda Layne
Sarah Fay Lentz **
Maria Dolores Leon
Molly Maurine Lightfield *
Sunny Longhurst
Nicole Ellen Louchart
Mary Josephine Manwaring
Amy Kathleen Marks
Karen Lynn Martin
Kelsey R Martin *
Maria DeLourdes Mason
Kenna M Matosich
Brittany Ann Mc Farland
Mark Alan Mc Laughlin *
Laura Kay McGoneghy **
Anna Michelle McCowin
Rebecca McKimmey *
Elizabeth Electa Meddaugh **
Danah Rosenkoetter Miller
Monica Leah Million **
Random Mitchell
Jennifer Nicole Mondor
Jason Scott Morefield **
Katelyn Marie Neufeld *
Jennifer Leigh Oberoi
Rio Peterson
Angela Marie Pullin
Shawna Rankin *
Shayla Ritchie *
Annette Robillard
Jessica Rubin **
Tiffany Susanne Ryan
Donna Rae Salazar **
Nancy L Sandowal
Elisha Leanne Schmidt **
Janae Nicole Schumacher
Tanya Marie Scifres
Shelley Lorraine Searcy
Donna Jeannette Sellers
Nomar Khamsvay Sengdeng
Cheyenne Steele Serra *
Kristen B Simonson *
David Craig Sjostrand **
Kendra Lyn Smith
Laura Rachel Sorenson
Sarah Jean Spencer **
Kevin James Stanley **
Amber Christine Steen
Shanna Lee Thomas
Shawna Christine Thomas

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Stephanie M Upshaw
Jacqueline Vanderpool
Debra Marie Walker *
Sasha Bergitte Watsjold *
Amy Lee Weathermon *
Jessica West
Philip Christopher Whipple
Justin Ira Williams
Matthew M Willis *
Etta Rose Wood
Hannah Michelle Yokom *

Bachelor of Science, Pre-Dental Studies
Lindsay Ann Benton
Steven Michael Cooper
Colton Lee Knopp
Jocelyn Lorraine Welch

Bachelor of Science, Pre-Medical Studies
Meagan S Boll
Samyon Y Itzhakov
Douglas McIntosh Jones *
Ryan Christopher Kingsley
Derek Ryan McDowell *
Michael Clayton Reynolds

Bachelor of Science, Pre-Veterinary Medicine
Saida Razaee
Rose M Saxton

Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, Computerized Tomography
Stuart Scott Hartley
Kayla Kaldhusdal *
Challis J Sweeten

Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, Diagnostic Medical Sonography
Elizabeth Nieves Gulick
Chantel L Fehringer
Denise Ann Odom
Rebecca Roy
Heather A Yadon

Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, Diagnostic Radiology
Brooke Lyn Newhouse **

Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, General Studies
Lyndsay Rebecca Di bartolo
Arlen Ray Longeitge
Amanda N Koslosky
Jenae Root
Emily Anne Smith
Letitia Rae Zodrow *

Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Thomas R Giles *

Bachelor of Science, Respiratory Care
Kristin Melinda Andersen *
Dee Ann Beckham
Nanette Frances Bergerson
Aaron Alma Blanscett
Vanessa Lynn Borak
Rebecca Lynn Bowen
Chelsea Marisa Broadie
Antwan Tyrell Brooks
Mark G Brown
Dorothy Lynn Brueske
Amy Lynette Butler
Jonathan Callahan
Megan Elizabeth Canarelli *
Ryan Jason Dailey *
Benjamin Scott Davidson
Daniel David Diaz
Jared Blaine Eardley
Megan Elizabeth Eaton
Mark B Fiji
Grace Elizabeth Freeman
John Frostad
Julio Garcia *
Mark Lynn Glasgow
Sarah Marie Golda
Dianna Nicole Gray
Patti Jo Grinkey
Toni Harris
Donald Keith Feldman *
David James Hughes
Toni M Larson
Maryann Elizabeth Lewis

Melynda Lewis
Carlos Malo
Phillip T Marquez
Allison P McCutchen
Jason R Morin *
Jonathan Yi Munnier
Lonny R Niejadlik
Sheila Lu Olson **
Dusty Lynn Porter
Andrew Lynn Prater
Paige Schultz
Courtney Catherine Shaw
Melissa A Smedegaard *
Lydia Wentworth Smith
Camille Faye Stover
Douglas Theodore Stubbs Jr Jr
Mikael Tan
Kimberly Thompson
Paul Allen Utke *
Kari Lanae Volwiler **
Jennifer Welch
Amanda Virginia Wroblewski

Pre-Professional
Monique Michelle Betty ***
Talon Robert Blackmore
Jacob Crawford *
Theresa Lea D Ambrosio *
Monica Do *
Catalina Meliza Duran
Katie M Freeman ***
Chad A Garno
Sherry Ann Hutto
Elisabeth Louise Kimble
Anna M Koerner
Juliana Linan
Leighton Murri ***
Mervan R Newbold **
Miles N Poole *
Kacey M Rindlisbacher
Sarah Elizabeth Smith *

Monique Michelle Betty ***
Talon Robert Blackmore
Jacob Crawford *
Theresa Lea D Ambrosio *
Monica Do *
Catalina Meliza Duran
Katie M Freeman ***
Chad A Garno
Sherry Ann Hutto
Elisabeth Louise Kimble
Anna M Koerner
Juliana Linan
Leighton Murri ***
Mervan R Newbold **
Miles N Poole *
Kacey M Rindlisbacher
Sarah Elizabeth Smith *

* CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCE
Tyler Arnold Bates
Katie Higgins
Dani Marie Niswander *
Sydnee J Patterson
James Petzke
Britton James Russell

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Benjamyn J Blamires
Miriama A Forrest
James Lewis Friedlein
Ivana Chika Odedo
Branden James Smith
Jessica Rose Wyatt

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ANTHROPOLOGY
Lena R Allen
Amanda E Anderson *
Jonathan Barro
Amber Lynn Bennett
Gail Lynn Bolander
Mitchell H Brinton
Emily Paige Dubie *
Nicole L Inghilterra
Cristen Sweeys Iris **
Matthew Dean Kacena Koob
Emily Moes **
Bailey Arlene Pina
Brandon K Reninger
Audrey Rogers
Shannon W Smith
Allyanna S Wintermote

BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION
Kelly Dorothy Adams
Meghan Allisa Augsbury
Joseph Daniel Barklow
Gregory Charles Bauwens
Holli B Bernard
Sierra Brand
Jeffrey Robert Braun
Anissa Faye Bryant **
Kandace Emily Byrns
Alessandra Cinfio
Alissa Kay Clark
Elizabeth Fitzgerald Orcutt Consentino
Danielle R Costa
Amanda Sanchez Crane
Danielle C Cummins
Shawn Dae Denham
Bryce Edward Dunham Zemberi
Alexis A Durfee
Audrey Elizabeth Ettesvold
Chase C Forrey **
James Lewis Friedlein
Emily A Galego
John Norman Garretson
Kevin Haynes
Abby Lynn Helander
Rachel R Hendershott
Whitney Adair Hill *
Katherine E Holman
Travis L Job
Brittney Ann Johnson
DeVonta D Johnson
Norman Eric Kahler *
Mandi DeAnn Karabinus
Elin E Krutkoboch
Rachel Shea Lane
Jenna Christen Lineberger
Jenna Elizabeth Lujan
Hillary Barbie McCarthy
Brittany Drew McCray
Sarah Marie McDaniel
Abigail Leilani McNeely
Kimberly Janice Miller
Michael Edward Miller
Nicole Marie Miller
Erin Elizabeth Mollерup
Jason Edward Morris
Greg Allen Mowry
Jordan Munroe *
Ryan Christian Nomoto
Jesse J Oliver
Lindsay Owen
Ellen Renae Parston
Dorothy Elizabeth Petty
Katherine Anne Proctor
Jocelyn Breanne Pulver
Dakota Reed
Tyler C Richelieu
Kevin William Riley
Vanessa Rios
Chad Michael Rippetue
Stela Satalga *
Amanda J Schriock *
Nicole Sellers *
Sara J Sherman
Brooke Noel St. Marie **
Kodie Leann Stanley
Daniella Marie Stratton
Brandyn Thompson
Ashlee Thorson
Amelia Gayl Towne
Molly Valceschini
Christopher Herron Ward
Ryan A Watkins
Logan E Weis *
Kelsey Kayleen White
Sarah Christine Wilder
Erika Ruth Winkler

BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION, JOURNALISM AND MEDIA STUDIES
Yvette Deleon Guerrero Bennett
Jonathan Louis Huston
Elizabeth Marie Johnson
Nicholas Allen King
Maliza Jerlynn Lang *
Kelly R McDonald
Lance Thomas Moore
Christopher L Sproul

BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION, MEDIA PRODUCTION
Jacob Mark Davis
Aubry Hollingshead
Megan Kristine Mathews
Joseph Reid Pirc
Alexander Paul Satterlee
James Kole Thorusen
Malinda Lee Wells *
John Winn *

BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION, PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
Kayla A Chang
Jennifer Matoske *

BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMMUNICATION, RELATIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES
Rebekah M Bowers *
Gregory Chaney **
Kathleen Agusta Cockerham
Tyler Robert Enderson
Margaret Lee George
Alex Taylor Johnson
Angela M Lee
Sandra Kay Sanchez

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Rachel Lea Thrasher
Steven Anthony Viola
Alyssa Raylene Winnie
Jodi B Wolverton

Bachelor of Arts, Communication, Secondary Education
Robin Lee Jensen **

Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, Humanities/Rhetoric
Ashley Samantha Francois

Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, Journalism
Isabel Loren Corona **

Bachelor of Arts, Criminal Justice
Blake Westley Bakarich
Vicky Sarah Bright **
Kristin Lee Cassens *

Bachelor of Arts, Environmental Studies
Colleen Joan Gardner
Danielle Marie Mills

Bachelor of Arts, Environmental Studies
Carl Blair Anderson
Colleen Joan Asher
Benjamyn J Blamires
Kamay A Emele
Michelle Lee Gordon
Kyla T Griffin
Wesley James Koster *
Emily Ann McClintock
Tobiah Carl Mogavero *
Joseph Austin Newell
Brian D Owen
Richard Villagomez Salas
Maxwell James Showers
Kodi Sims
Sarah M Sneider
Kimberly J Tate
Joseph Daniel Thiessen
Lindsey Marie Walters *
Shaun Wade Wheeler

Bachelor of Arts, History
Adam Michael Behrman
Jacob Gibbons Burton
Rebecca Carter *
Russell Glynn Colburn
Pamela Janay Craig *

Bachelor of Arts, History
Michael Paul Kreiter
Felicia D Lunsford

Bachelor of Arts, History, Secondary Education
Nicole Avelia Beeson
Thomas Jon Weis

Bachelor of Arts, History, Social Studies, Secondary Education Emphasis
Riley A Fuller *

Bachelor of Arts, Mass Communication/Journalism
Kirsten C Atkinson *
Ashley Midori Cox
Mackenzie Allena Flannigan **

Bachelor of Arts, Multi-Ethnic Studies
Michael Paul Kreiter
Felicia D Lunsford
Sheng Moua

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, American Government and Public Policy
Chieka Celeste Conrad
Paige L Cooper
Jaron Crane
Carolyn Elizabeth Dennis
Bryce Edward Dunham Zembari
Joy Amber Garrison
Ryan Edward Gregg
Mary C Hagadone
Sarah Catherine Hoopes
Angela M Lee

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, International Relations
Paige L Cooper
Davita Marie Eichner **
Daniel Miko-Mikyene
William Pfeiffer
Leonila Maria Sablan
Jessica L Tornga

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, Public Law & Political Philosophy
Gregory Chaney **
Kersondra Corrine Nichols
Theresa E Solis
Mistie Dawne Tolman *

Bachelor of Arts, Psychology
Elizabeth Adams
Nathan R Aiken
Daniel James Aitchison
Shalise T Allen
Susan Irene Faafili Brent
Christine Anne Brydges
Kayla W Cadwell

Bachelor of Arts, Psychology
Stuart Ray Cocknow *

Bachelor of Arts, Psychology
Kristin Lee Cassens *

Bachelor of Arts, Psychology
Hillari Brooke Contor
Joshua Lee Headrick
Cheyenne Merle Heiner
Andrea K Jamison

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Crystal Ciera Kennedy
Jamie Irene Lundergreen **
Amanda Leigh Lynch
Melinda Jean Meeks
Karla Dela cruz Mercene
Megan Nicole Miller
Kallie M Neal
Kelsy Jane Sparrell
Dalana Sue Thompson *
Kathleen Renee Wilson

Bachelor of Arts, Psychology, Social Studies, Secondary Education Emphasis
Jessica R Pritiken **

Bachelor of Arts, Social Science
Ryan Nicole Carman
McKenna Dawn Nuttall
Casey Nicole Rose
Brandon James Smith
Natalie Nicole Smith
Elizabeth Stadley

Bachelor of Arts, Social Work
Holly M Ake
Suzanne Albert *
Evan Tullis Anderson
Maxwell Arthur Aslett
Emily Baird
Tara Banda *
Tiffany L Barrett-Spencer **
Dakota Lynne Barton
Demeri Beil *
Kristina Marie Bell
Lydia Ruth Blackwell
Heather Blair
Nico Annette Bowman **
Vicky Sarah Bright **
Lisa M Brown
April M Browne
Stephanie Ann Carter
Brett J Catmull
David Paul Coach
Michelle Lynn Collings *
Chelsie Andrea Davis *
Kari Lyn Day **
Michelle Dolhanyk
Amanda Kay Ealy *
Tiffany Brook Eckles
David Glenn Ejchorszt **
Eric John Fieldstad II
Marisol Garcia *
Kelli K Gerard *
Cari Renee Gilbert

Minerva Garcia Gonzales
Tara A Gray Trent
Melissa G Gryder **
Allen T Haynes **
Josephine Mae Hurley *
Jennifer Leigh Johnson **
Emily N Jolly
Dominique D Juarez **
Sydney Cathlene Kearns
Melissa Anne Kelley *
Amber Nichole Kidd
Erin Michelle Knutson *
Krystal Jane Koelling
Amanda Sue Krajnik
Rhonda R Lastar
Nina Lynn Lewis
Rosa Izabel Lopez
Tasha Irene Lundquist
Casey Joy Maskell
Matthew Blaise McDaniel
Brad A Miller
Nicholas Milliren *
Emina Mustafic *
William Craig Nebecker
Deanna Joy Neiwert *
Jonathan Vincent Nelson *
Maria Theresa Nussbacher
Jasmine Lizeth Olmedo
Elizabeth Owens
Amanda Sue Roberts *
Michelle Joceyne Roberts
Marissa C Sciortino
Debra Diane Seach *
Jennifer Lynn Searle
Carey A Stoker
Kim Susanne Swanson
Melissa Louise Thomsen
Kyley Jo Trausch *
Sherry L Turner *
Sara Maria Veenhouwer
Maria H Viramontez
Robby Lee Washington
Sheila Storm Weaver **
Summer Ann Wilson *
Chelsey Michelle Winkle

Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Catherine Barney
Abraham Calderon **
Brandi Lee Chadez
Kimberly Christine Hammaker
Jeffrey Thomas Holm
Allison M Liebig **

Aysia Kuulel Peters
Catrina Denise Tutor

Bachelor of General Studies
Marnie Maurine Anguiano
Alicia Nicole Asbury
Janeli Baker
Michael Burton Bartz II *
Stacey Lee Carson **
Ben Casey *
Paul D Crossley
Teri Lynn Davis
Travis MichaelEmerizy
Michael Gregory Fitch
Gladys Soledad Glenn
Jadon Tyler Groothuis
Kristin Marie Guidry **
Heather Christine Hammond
Bryan Wayne Hines
Renee Gabrielle Howe
Michele Marie Kitzmiller
Patrick James Kohnke
Jennetta Kay Law
Philip J Lewer
Michael V Olsen
Alia Whitney Parrish
Miranda Dawn Perry
William Aubrey Robinson
Bryan James Scanlan
Jennifer Ann Scott
Benjamin Thomas Varga
Cassi Jo Warren
Hannah Rose Zavaletta

Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice
Casy Jo Abels
Karina Aguilara
Patrick Dennis John Ahlgren *
Morgan Elizabeth Basil
Cristin J Bates *
Casey Wayne Bauer
Janeece K Bosma Gonzales
William T Bounsana
Mandi Jo Bravo
Sarah Rae Brock
David Cruz Burgara
Marybel Cortez
Jessica Lynn Cowan
Stacey Lee Dambra
Jeremy Mathew Davidson
Landon Eguiliz
Israel Gamez Enriquez Jr
Jacylynn M Ferry

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Tasha Lannette Goodwin **
Jonathan Allen Gundell
Colton Paul Henshaw
Dustin Lawrence Higgins **
Katie Higgins
Isaac Timothy Hodges
Nicklas Wayne Howard *
Cindy Kay Hulla
Brady James Johnston
Kyle Walter Kruesi
Jason Jeremy Lawrence
Ryan W Lindsay
Patrick Allan Lorenzo
Cassandra ML McIntosh
Ernad Mesic
Jacob Elliot Mojica
Ryan Thomas Morz **
Kristen Mae Mountain
Mark Anthony Navarrete
Ben Michael Novick
Cody David Olsen
Blaine Ottinger
Magdalena B Perez
Christina Lee Pierre *
Jacob Howard Placido
Matthew William Rapattoni
Jamie Marie Reid *
Chanelle Lara Ridling
Kyle James Robb
Hailee E Ross
Megan Elizabeth Rule
Alaina Brooklyn Sagan
Brenna Elizabeth Salvas
Richier Allen Sheets
Paul Eric Sindlinger
Melanie Kaye Slack
Anthony Wayne Wilbur
Felice Marie Wolters
Taylor Steven Woods
Natalie Renee Zerface
Bachelor of Science, Political Science,
American Government and Public Policy
Colt C Catlin
Hillary Dawn Cook
Theodore John Dickinson Sr
Domenico Gelsomino
Ryan Thomas Grimsley **
Jacob D Hardee
Trevor Aaron Kesner *
Anthony Troy Loders
Robert Thomas Mueller
Dustin Thomas Reynolds
Jason B Vial
Bachelor of Science, Political Science,
International Relations and Comparative
Politics
Alexander J Dahlman
Arius Derr
Kerry A Dougherty
Matthew Fortuna
Stephanie Christine Johnson
Jamie Poulsen
Sarah Kaye Stoppa
Mathew Christopher Vanourek
Jason B Vial
Michelle Lynn Wilson **
Kristofer Ziegler
Justin Louis Zwald
Bachelor of Science, Political Science,
Public Law & Political Philosophy
Morgan Elizabeth Basil
Nicholas Mark Griffin
Nathan Holcomb
Kristyn Breanne Kirschenman *
Garrett Vincent Robison
Kenneth James Winkleman *
Bachelor of Science, Political Science,
Social Science, Secondary Education
Jeffrey Wade Bergstrom *
Mark Wesley Boatman
Bachelor of Science, Psychology
Ryan Thomas Armbruster
Rylee Christian Baker
Sharna Danielle Barnard
Alexa Kay Barney **
Kaitlyn Darlene Barton *
Dusty Beeler
Ellen Hennessey Blackwelder
Kyle Manuel Brasil *
Kayce Jo Brunel
Keren Carpenteyro
Taelor Symone Carter
Mitchell Wayne Christiansen *
Latisha Zelene Cobiskey **
Jen Connor
Maria Barbara Contreras *
Aaron C Corsi
Sara Jean Couture **
Katie Louise Davis
Megan Elaine Davis *
CodieAnn Elena DeHaas
Corom Dumayne Eisley *
Ashley Marie Farnsworth
Ellee Gee
Victoria Blade Goodson
Sibylle Gorla
Christina Suzanne Gyrko
Brianne Hanson
Haven N Hayes
Mallory E Haynes
Bree E Hohnbaum
Brittney L Holcomb *
Melissa Lee Hughes ***
Tylyn Lura Hughes
Jasmyn Jewett
Sarah Juarez
Rikki Lyn Knight
Shlomo Baruch Kostenko
Samuel S Lewis
Robert Michael Linnarz
Jacob John Manlick
Carly J Marsh **
Emily Stuart Marshall
Gary J Mattos
Catherine M McArthur **
Kimberly McGourty **
Fred Phillip Meagher
Shauna Miller
Eleyse M Morgan *
Ahva Mozafari
Azra Muranovic
Victoria Kathleen Murphy *
Tara Mallari Nacino
Jessica O’Donnell
Madalaine Hellerud Parker
Mercedes Dawn Pearson **
Nancy Pounds **
Tanya Jo Reynolds
Taylor Alise Robbins
Katie Lynn Ross
Ethan Robert Snell
Lori Robyn Sprague
Shauna Lynn Staufenberg
Kim Susanne Swanson
Brooke Sue Tabacco **
Shannah Marie Trescott
Rhiannon Grayce Trull ***
Thomas R Weekes *
Rachael Leigh West Wolter
Alyssa Rae Yao **

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average)  **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average)  ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Bachelor of Science, Social Science
Katlin Maureen Bailey
Brittany Ellen Barnes *
Bryce Charles Bergevin
Courtney Michelle Boyce
Alison A Clarkson
Benjamin H Demeulle
Maddie Dye
Kylie Marie Falk
Jaycynth Romeo Uabay Fernandez
Martha Angeline Gage *
Tara Maree Glover
Colleen Michele Johnson *
Joseph Thomas Karasky
Cormac Kaupp
Lacee Sage Larson
Diana Margaret Lee
Darby LuCinda Lusk
Madeline Rae McDevitt
John Patrick McMahon
Corey James Morgan
Ivana Chika Odedo
Rebecca Nicole Patton
Joseph Perry
Maximilian Graham Peterson
John Ryan Regis
Kayla Marie Reynolds
Britton James Russell
Chase S Sexton
Taylor Nicholas Thornton
Meagan Diane Turner
Kori Wagner
Dylan A Williams
Summer Ann Wilson *
Bachelor of Science, Sociology
Jonathan Michael Aceves
Nakale L Ball *
Stephanie Bierhaus
Christie Laken Brunstad
Haiden Marie Cary *
Rachel Elizabeth Donnelly
Destynie Denise Marie Dougherty
Audra Leann Frank
Casie Janean Hansel
Kristina Lynne James
Michael Paul Kreiter
Katherine Lorie Burnett *
Jana Marie Mansfield
Brittanie Ann May
Jessica R Nelson
Kasey L Smart
Matthew Richard Thorusen
Haley L Wiedenman
Zachary Ryan Wiles
Brett Wilkins

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average)
**MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average)
***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY

SPECIAL RECOGNITION
DOCTORAL GRADUATES

MAHESH SATYANARAYANA AILAVAJHALA, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Chair: Dr. Maria Mitkova, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

GORDON ANDREW ALANKO, Materials Science and Engineering

Dissertation: Thermodynamics and Reaction Kinetics During Mechanochemical Synthesis and Environmental Testing of Lanthanide and Actinide Refractory Materials
Chair: Dr. Darryl P. Butt, Professor, Materials Science and Engineering

ESTHER LYNN BABCOCK, Geophysics

Chair: Dr. John Bradford, Professor, Geosciences

SAKKARAPANI BALAGOPAL, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Dissertation: High-Speed Delta-Sigma Data Converters for Next-Generation Wireless Communication
Chair: Dr. Vishal Saxena, Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

MARTIN JARED BARCLAY, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Dissertation: A Reliability Prediction Method of a Phase-Change Device Using Optimized Pulse Conditions
Chair: Dr. Kris Campbell, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

AMANDA LYNN BREMNER, Curriculum and Instruction

Dissertation: Teachers' Knowledge of Formative Assessment Initial Instrument Validation Study
Chair: Dr. Keith Thiede, Keith, Professor (Co-Chair), Curriculum, Instruction, and Foundational Studies, Dr. Michele Carney, Assistant Professor (Co-Chair), Curriculum, Instruction, and Foundational Studies

SULMER APOLONIA FERNANDEZ GUTIERREZ, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Dissertation: Simulation of a Magnetron Using Discrete Modulated Current Source
Chair: Dr. Jim Browning, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

CASEY ALEXANDER FUHRIMAN, Curriculum and Instruction

Dissertation: The Relationship Between Teacher Disposition of Care and Student Outcomes of Belief, Understanding, and Application of LDS Doctrine
Chair: Dr. Richard Ogushorpe, Dean, College of Education

JAMES ALLEN HALL, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Dissertation: Seeking Cleaner Air - Accessible Air Quality Monitoring and Event Diagnosis
Chair: Dr. Sin Ming Loo, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

JIE HUANG, Curriculum and Instruction

Dissertation: Applying Flow Theory in the Design of an Instructional Mobile Game: Exploring the Effects on Engagement and Academic Achievement
Chair: Dr. Young Kyun Baek, Professor, Educational Technology
DOCTORAL GRADUATES

JOSHUA C. KIEPERT, Electrical and Computer Engineering
  Dissertation: WSNFS: A Distributed Data Sharing System for In-Network Processing
  Chair: Dr. Sin Ming Loo, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

PATRICK R. KORMOS, Geosciences
  Dissertation: Estimates of Deep Percolation from Storage-Based Modeling
  Chair: Dr. James P. McNamara, Professor, Geosciences

MUHAMMAD RIZWAN LATIF, Electrical and Computer Engineering
  Chair: Dr. Maria Mitkova, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

MELEAH S. MCCULLEY, Curriculum and Instruction
  Dissertation: Classroom Teachers Learning to navigate the Internet for Increasing Student Critical Reading and Writing Skills: A Mixed Methods Study
  Chair: Dr. Lee Ann Tjsseling, Associate Professor, Literacy

MICHAEL WAYNE MORRISON, Geophysics
  Dissertation: In Situ Viscoelastic Soil Parameter Estimation Using Love Wave Inversion
  Chair: Dr. Paul Michaels, Professor, Geosciences

PATRICK M. PRICE, Materials Science and Engineering
  Dissertation: Phase Transformations in Ca Substituted Lanthanum Ferrite
  Chair: Dr. Darryl P. Butt, Professor, Materials Science and Engineering

URI ROGERS, Electrical and Computer Engineering
  Dissertation: On Uniformly Most Powerful Decentralized Detection
  Chair: Dr. Hao Chen, Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering
HONORS COLLEGE

The Honors College offers exceptional undergraduate students a challenging interdisciplinary curriculum and a rich array of co-curricular activities. Those who have completed the prescribed course of study and have at least a 3.5 GPA graduate with honors. Distinguished Honors may be granted to a student whose record of Honors College activities and community service indicates outstanding performance.

DISTINGUISHED HONORS

Nicole Lee Ankenbrandt, BS, Biology, Human Biology Emphasis
Megan Beck, BS, Materials Science & Engineering, Applied Mathematics and Mathematics
Karen Bermensolo, BS, Nursing
Abraham Calderón, BA, Sociology
Emily Fisk, BA, English Writing Emphasis
Wylie T Foss, BS, Materials Science & Engineering
Nicole K. Hanson, BA, Mass Communication/Journalism
Drew A. Hopkins, BS, Civil Engineering
Joelene Kronz, BS, Biology
Nikita Kuckuck, BS, Biology, Human Biology Emphasis
Kelsey Brooke Lovell, BA, Elementary Education

Lauren Lucas, BA, Elementary Education
Jamie Irene Lundergreen, BA, Psychology and Spanish
Juliana Rose McKay, BA, History
Lillian Allison McKinley, BS, Biology, Zoology Emphasis
Bethany Overlie, BA, English Teaching
Kirk M. Paul, BS, Construction Management
Sarah Dallas Salvucci Pullen, BS, Applied Mathematics
Vanessa Elise Rosenbaum, BA, English Linguistics Emphasis
Matthew Shroll, BS, Civil Engineering
Cassandra Sullivan, BA, Economics
Zachary M. Turk, BBA, Business Economics
Dillon L. Zarpentine, BBA, Finance

HONORS

Douglas Rowan Avera, BBA, Business Economics and Finance
Lucas Beran, BA, Economics
Meagan Boll, BS, Chemistry, Biochemistry Emphasis and Pre-Medical Studies
Sheenah Lynn Bryan, BS, Physics
Suzanne Craig, BS, Mathematics
Peter Matthew DeFord, BS, Biology, Molecular and Cell Biology Emphasis
Austin Lee Floge, BBA, Accountancy and Finance
Brianne Hanson, BS, Psychology
Veronica Claire Hollingshead, BS, Chemistry, Biochemistry Emphasis
Anna Michaella Hunt, BBA, Marketing
Douglas “Mac” Jones, BS, Biology and Pre-Medical Studies
Nicholas LaFerriere, BS, Physics
Lucas Jason Marsh, B.S. Civil Engineering
Kelsey Renee Martin, BS, Nursing

Samuel Mecham, BS, Mechanical Engineering
Nilab Mohammad Mousa, BS, Computer Science
Tara Nacino, BS, Psychology
Lauren Nuxoll, BS, Civil Engineering
Gage W. Pulsifer, BA, English Teaching
Tyler James Rackleff, BA, Political Science, American Government and Public Policy Emphasis
Shaila Schmidt, BA, Theatre Arts, Dramatic Writing Option
Connor Sheldon, BS, Health Science Studies, General Health Emphasis
Holly Ann Steffan, BS, Biology
Katherine Iolani Thornock, BS, Chemistry, Professional Emphasis
Amanda V. Wroblewski, BS, Respiratory Care
Lizbeth Jauregui, BS, Health Science Studies, Science Emphasis
Kathlene E. Lee, BS, Health Science Studies, General Health Emphasis
ABRAHAM CALDERON, of Meridian, Idaho, will graduate with a bachelor's degree in sociology. A first generation college student with aspirations to earn a Ph.D., Abraham was just four years old when he emigrated to Idaho from rural Mexico with his parents and four siblings. A member of the Honors College and a McNair Scholar, Abraham’s background and personal education experiences drive him to understand the obstacles facing “thousands of young immigrants and children of immigrants who have similar and even more difficult challenges.” As an undergraduate student he designed and executed his own original research project exploring how working-class immigrants from Mexico are able to overcome obstacles to becoming politicized. His work was funded through a McNair Research Fellowship and the Boise State University Student Research Initiative. His findings were accepted for presentation at national McNair conferences for an undergraduate presentation at the 2014 Pacific Sociological Association Conference. In addition to his research, he has been active with the Idaho Community Action Network, a grassroots community organization committed to racial, economic and social justice.

_Honored faculty: Arthur Scarritt, Department of Sociology_

COURTNEY HOLLAR, of Boise, will graduate with a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering and a minor in biomedical engineering. She plans to attend graduate school this fall to pursue a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering. During her junior year, the Idaho Society of Professional Engineers recognized Courtney as the outstanding junior in mechanical engineering. For two-and-a-half years, Courtney worked as a research assistant with the nanoscale materials and device group and Dr. Peter Müllner's research group. Her research focused on using nanomechanics to manipulate the magnetic response of a ferromagnetic shape memory alloy. Courtney had an opportunity to present her research at the 4th International Conference on Ferromagnetic Shape Memory Alloys and she is the co-author of a recently published paper in Advanced Functional Materials. Courtney served as secretary for the Society of Women Engineers Club for the past three years and has also been involved in educating young girls about math and science related careers. She is also the recipient of several scholarships and awards, including the American Council of Engineering Companies Scholarship, Society of Women Engineers Scholarship, Boise State University Foundation Engineering Scholarship, Women of Today and Tomorrow Award, and Governor's Brightest Star Award.

_Honored faculty: Chad Watson, Department of Materials Science and Engineering_
LAUREN LUCAS, of Las Vegas, Nevada, will graduate with a degree in elementary education with an emphasis in mathematics. She plans on teaching next year and is passionate about continuing her professional development through a master’s degree in education in curriculum and instruction. She is completing her student teaching at the Boise Independent School District where she has conducted extensive research on the integration of language arts and social studies content within the state’s common core curriculum. She presented her research at the Undergraduate Research and Scholarship Conference in spring 2014. Before student teaching, Lauren spent the year as tutor at local middle and high schools and provided supplemental tutoring for individual students in her free time. She is the recipient of the Gerald and Eunice Wallace Scholarship, is a four-year student-athlete, and has been on the College of Education Dean’s List for the past four years as well as being a member of Phi Eta Sigma. In addition to her dedication to academic success, she has been a competitive member of the cross country, indoor and outdoor track teams.

Honored faculty: Annal Frenz, Honors College

JAMIE LUNDEGREEN, from Gardnerville, Nevada, will graduate with a dual bachelor’s degree in Spanish and psychology. She is a recipient of the Thelma Brown Honors Scholarship and has been an active member of the Honors College, including president of the Honors Student Association for the past two years. She has been involved on-campus by facilitating a discussion group called Friday Forum and by assisting international students through the Global Ambassadors Program. She has also been active in the Boise community with volunteer projects like cleaning-up Table Rock and reading with students at Foothills Elementary School. During her sophomore year, she spent a semester in Alicante, Spain, and this past summer, she completed a program at Oxford University. Both of these experiences inspired her passion for international education. Most recently, she completed a summer internship at the University Studies Abroad Consortium Central Office. Following graduation, Jamie plans to pursue job opportunities related to the Spanish language, community outreach and international education in the San Francisco Bay area.

Honored faculty: Andrew Finstuen, Honors College

LILLIAN MCKINLEY, of Middleton, Idaho, is graduating with a bachelor’s degree in biology with minors in chemistry and music. During her time at Boise State she has been involved with many organizations, including serving as president of the biology club, the club softball team, and club sports council. She also participated in many music ensembles at Boise State including Symphonic Winds, Tuba Euphonium Ensemble, All-Campus Band, Vocal Jazz Ensemble and the Blue Thunder Marching and Pep Bands, where she served as section leader for two years. She received multiple awards for her involvement and leadership, including the 2012 Female Club Sports Athlete of the Year, the Blue Thunder Marching Band’s outstanding senior member award and the Living Legacy award (in honor of Dr. David A. Wells).

Honored faculty: Marc Bechard, Department of Biological Science
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS

This title constitutes the highest honor Boise State University can bestow on its faculty members. The honor is reserved for a very small number of faculty who were selected for their major contributions to their academic disciplines and for their promise of future achievement.

Nancy Napier
Centre for Creativity and Innovation

During her 27 year career at Boise State University Dr. Napier has brought national and international recognition to her department, our university, community, and state. As an author, she has produced literature that has impacted scholars and practitioners alike. Her recent work in the field of creativity and business practices has been called “groundbreaking” in nature, changing the way managers approach their fields of study and their practical application of management principles. Dr. Napier’s entrepreneurial spirit is a testament to dedication far beyond Boise State, and her work in Vietnam was recognized with her receiving the Medal of Honor by the Vietnam Ministry of Education and Training in 2011, the highest civilian honor Vietnam issues. Simply put, Dr. Napier represents the best at Boise State University and she continues to bring honor to herself and her university.

Jeff Wilhelm,
English

Dr. Wilhelm’s contribution to the field of education has been called “brilliant” and a “force of nature.” Those words describe a scholar who has had a substantial impact on the way teachers teach in a caring, responsible, and effective manner. His books have not only been widely dispersed across the nation, they have received recognition for improving how teachers teach and how students learn. In today’s world, the practical effect of such innovative work has resulted in a better world for students, teachers, parents, and citizens. Furthermore, the leadership Dr. Wilhelm has provided in establishing and maintaining the Boise State Writing Project is beyond description. His contribution to Boise State students and faculty in this regard is nothing short of phenomenal. Dr. Wilhelm is deserving of special recognition highlighting the honor and distinction he has brought to his profession and school.
EMERITI FACULTY

For meritorious service to Boise State University, the following retiring faculty are being recognized as part of today's commencement ceremony.

Holly L. Anderson, Professor
Department of Curriculum Instruction and Foundational Studies
25 years of service

L. Dwayne Barney, Professor
Department of Marketing and Finance
28 years of service

Warren Barrash, Research Professor
Department of Geosciences
21 years of service

Nancy (Dusty) Bodie
Associate Professor
Department of Management
15 years of service

J. Wallis Bratt, Associate Professor
Department of Music
44 years of service

Thomas Cavaiani, Lecturer
Department of Information Technology & Supply Chain Management
17 years of service

Frank Ilett, Lecturer
Department of Accountancy
20 years of service

Richard Kinney, Professor
Department of Political Science
38 years of service

Peter Lutze, Associate Professor
Department of Communication
24 years of service

David Mathie, Professor
Department of Music
22 years of service

Gary McCain, Professor
Department of Marketing and Finance
35 years of service

Ed McLuskie, Professor
Department of Communication
33 years of service

Rickie Miller, Associate Professor
Department of Curriculum Instruction and Foundational Studies
22 years of service

Celia J. Renner, Professor
Department of Accountancy
12 years of service
CEREMONIAL TRADITIONS

The Commencement exercise is a fitting conclusion to a successful academic career and earning of a university degree. The ceremony is based on 800 years of academic tradition handed down from European universities of the Middle Ages. Commencement ceremonies, with their academic gowns, mortarboards, tassels, hoods and maces, are colorful, festive and dignified. It is a ceremony to recognize the successes of the University and the students who merit degrees.

ACADEMIC PROCESSSION

The academic procession is a featured part of the commencement program – a symbolic declaration that all members of the academic community are bound by a common purpose and shared commitment to the ideals of higher education, including the search for meaning, truth and understanding.

The presidential party – the president, the provost, the vice presidents, and deans – is led by a mace bearer, who is a faculty member and the president of the faculty senate.

THE MACE

The mace, generally made of wood and clad in metal, was used as a weapon during the Middle Ages. The mace has evolved into a symbol of authority and is carried at commencement and at ceremonies where honors or degrees are to be awarded.

ACADEMIC ATTIRE

The caps, gowns, and hoods in the processional are symbolic of the Middle Ages. Because universities developed from church schools, both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy and wore clerical clothing based on monastic dress.

The traditional hat developed from the skull cap worn in cold weather. In Europe, a bonnet with tassel is still worn, but in America it has been replaced by the mortarboard cap or tam with tassel. The bachelor’s gown, with its long, pointed sleeves, is worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear section is square cut. The doctor’s gown often was furred, a decoration that survives today as the velvet on the front and sleeves.

The tassel colors seen in the processional correspond to the field of study.

THE ACADEMIC HOOD

The academic hood was originally worn over the head in bad weather. Now, it is added to the apparel of those who earn master’s and doctoral degrees.

The colors on the hoods represent two things: the wearer’s Alma Mater and the department of learning. The silk lining is in the colors of the college or university granting the degree. The velvet trim is the color that represents the departments of learning in which the degree was obtained.

The academic hood, presented by Boise State University’s Graduate College, displays a blue and orange chevron, denoting the University’s colors. The color of the velvet border represents the field of study in which the degree is awarded.

Agriculture ................................................... Maize
Arts, Letters, Humanities ............................ White
Business Administration............................. Drab
Dentistry ..................................................... Lilac
Economics .................................................. Copper
Education ................................................... Light Blue
Engineering............................................... Orange
Fine Arts, Architecture ............................... Brown
Forestry ...................................................... Russett
Home Economics........................................ Maroon
Journalism ................................................... Crimson
Law .............................................................. Purple
Library Science.......................................... Lemon
Medicine ...................................................... Green
Music ............................................................. Pink
Nursing ..................................................... Apricot
Speech ........................................................ Silver Gray
Pharmacy .................................................... Olive Green
Philosophy .................................................. Dark Blue
Physical Education...................................... Sage Green
Public Administration ................................. Peacock Blue
Public Health ............................................. Salmon Pink
Science ...................................................... Golden Yellow
Social Science/Social Work .......................... Citron
Theology .................................................. Scarlet
Veterinary Science ...................................... Gray
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Guests and family members must remain in the seating areas during the entire ceremony, including the processional and recessional, and will not be allowed on the arena floor.

Elevators are available at Entrances 1 and 2.

For medical emergencies or care, please check with ushers.

Immediately following the ceremony, faculty and graduates will proceed in the recessional through the Honor March to the reception on the Intramural Field adjacent to the Appleton Tennis Center. Each college will have a specially designated area where family and guests can meet graduates.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Frank Church High School is an alternative public secondary school in Boise, Idaho, operated by the Boise School District. Frank Church graduates roughly 150 students each semester. All of the students are considered “at risk” by the District. Issues like food insecurity and homelessness are daily struggles for many of these kids. Despite their hard work, many of these students do not walk in their graduation ceremony because they simply cannot afford the $25.00 cap and gown. You can help by donating your regalia after commencement. Collection boxes will be available at the post commencement reception until 2 p.m. Donations also will be accepted May 19-30 in the Registrar’s Office, Room 110 of the Administration Building, and in the Student Union Building near the information desk. Your donation will help provide a solution for Frank Church graduates for years to come.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The Commencement Committee expresses its special appreciation to Edwards Flowers for providing the flowers for the ceremony; Kathleen Tuck and Heather Calkins, Communications and Marketing; Caile Spear for organizing the diploma cover distribution; Noah Bard of PSI and his crew for furnishing the audio/visual/lighting for the ceremony; and Shannon Reed, Ron Janeczko, and the Taco Bell Arena staff whose hard work and dedication make the ceremony run smoothly.

A special thanks goes to Ann Price, Special Lecturer, Theatre Arts, and Richard Klautsch, Professor and Department Chair, Theatre Arts, for the monumental task of reading the names of each graduate.

The color guard is provided by the Cadet Bronco Battalion, Army ROTC, Boise State University under the direction of MSG Lauifi Fa’Apouli.

City of Boise Police Pipes and Drums consists of Boise Police Officers and volunteers. They are under the direction of Sgt. Rob Gallas.

Boise Police Honor Guard members are Jared Bish, Casey Hancuff, and Mike Riley.

The Spring 2014 Commencement Committee: Marcy Harmer, Co-Chair, Office of the Provost, Mandy Nelson, Co-Chair, Registrar’s Office, Stephoney Krogel, College of Arts and Sciences, Loraine Hand, College of Business and Economics, Halleh McCullough, College of Education, Norma Kindall, College of Engineering, Dawn Ramirez, Graduate College, Robert Sundquist, College of Health Sciences, Kristof Bihari, College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs, Claudia Scott, Albertsons Library, Deborah Babbitt, Albertsons Library, Rachel Duffy, Bookstore, Jentry Walsh, Conference Services, McKay Vella, Office of the Provost, Shannon Reed, Taco Bell Arena, Lynnea Compton, Office of the Provost.

DISCLAIMER

The listing of graduates, degrees, and academic honors in the program are preliminary and subject to final degree requirement evaluation. The posting of the earned degree on the official transcript record in the Registrar’s Office remains the official testimony of possession of the degree.
COMMENCEMENT SEATING

Guests will find this diagram helpful in locating the approximate seating of the degree candidates.